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Monolayer staggered materials of the graphene family present intrinsic spin-orbit coupling and can be
driven through several topological phase transitions using external circularly polarized lasers and static electric
or magnetic fields. We show how topological features arising from photoinduced phase transitions and the
magnetic-field-induced quantum Hall effect coexist in these materials and simultaneously impact their Hall
conductivity through their corresponding charge Chern numbers. We also show that the spectral response of
the longitudinal conductivity contains signatures of the various phase-transition boundaries, that the transverse
conductivity encodes information about the topology of the band structure, and that both present resonant peaks
which can be unequivocally associated with one of the four inequivalent Dirac cones present in these materials.
This complex optoelectronic response can be probed with straightforward Faraday rotation experiments, allowing
the study of the crossroads between quantum Hall physics, spintronics, and valleytronics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.97.165426
I. INTRODUCTION
The two-dimensional (2D) staggered semiconductors [1–3]
silicene [4], germanene [5], stanene [6,7], and plumbene [8]
are monolayer materials made out of silicon, germanium, tin,
and lead atoms, respectively. Together with graphene [9,10],
they make up the group of monolayer honeycomb materials
often referred to as the graphene family. These materials have
an intrinsic spin-orbit coupling much larger than that reported
in graphene [11] that opens a gap in their electronic band
structure. They are also nonplanar, with their two inequivalent
sublattices lying in two distinct parallel planes, and thus
respond to the presence of an out-of-plane static electric
field [12–15]. Together with a circularly polarized laser, these
external fields allow one to tune the gap for each spin and valley,
allowing the materials to be driven through several phase
transitions [16–19]. Many of the achievable phases possess
topologically nontrivial features that can be characterized by a
topological invariant, namely, the charge Chern number. On
the other hand, topological states can be also accessed via
the quantum Hall (QH) effect [20], where a magnetic field
is introduced and the QH Chern number changes depending
on the occupation of various Landau levels. The quantum
Hall effect has been studied extensively in graphene [21]
(where it shows an unconventional odd integer quantization
originating from the quantum anomaly of the zeroth Landau
level in a relativistic spectrum [22,23]) and in the other
members of the graphene family [24,25]. Other honeycomb
semiconductor monolayer materials belonging to the black
phosphorous family, such as phosphorene [2], present similar
physics, including dc electric field [26–28] and photoinduced
[29] phase transitions, as well as the quantum Hall effect
[30,31]. However, the simultaneous impact of the applied
circularly polarized laser and magnetic field on dc Hall effects
in these materials has not been studied yet. Furthermore,
previous works did not unveil how topological features arising
from both the laser and the magnetic field show up in the
finite-frequency resonant response of the materials.
Here, we develop a unified and comprehensive study of
the interplay between topological features arising from the
quantum Hall effect and photoinduced phase transitions in
2D staggered semiconductors of the graphene family. Pho-
toinduced and quantum Hall Chern invariants simultaneously
manifest themselves in the dc Hall conductivity, resulting in a
complex optoelectronic phase diagram possessing a wealth of
phase transitions. We discover that doping the monolayer leads
to a shift of the phase diagram, allowing us to perfectly replicate
all photoinduced topological boundaries without the need of
circularly polarized light, a phenomenon that can be traced
back to the anomalous nature of the zeroth Landau level. We
also demonstrate that the frequency dispersion of the optical
conductivity tensor presents several resonances imprinted with
signatures of the topologically nontrivial electronic states.
Finally, we show that Faraday rotation measurements are a
suitable technique to demonstrate the coexistence of Hall
effects of distinct origin in the graphene family materials.
II. OPTICAL RESPONSE OF THE GRAPHENE FAMILY
Let us begin with the Hamiltonian for members of
the graphene family, found through the use of a tight-
binding model and subsequent low-energy expansion, includ-
ing the effects of a circularly polarized laser and electric
field [16–18], ˆHηs = vF (ηpxτˆx + pyτˆy) + ηs τˆz, where ηs =
−ηsλSO + eEz + η is half the mass gap. Here, τˆi are
Pauli matrices, p = (px,py) is the momentum for particles
around points K (η = +1) and K ′(η = −1), spin s = ±1,
and vF =
√
3dt/2h¯ is the Fermi velocity, where d is the
lattice constant and t is the nearest-neighbor coupling. The
Dirac mass ηs has contributions from the spin-orbit cou-
pling λSO, the out-of-plane electric field Ez, and a circularly
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the system considered: a staggered mono-
layer of the graphene family exposed to out-of-plane static electric and
magnetic fields together with a normally incident circularly polarized
laser. Optoelectronic properties of the system can be probed with
Faraday rotation measurements, where incident linearly polarized
light becomes elliptically polarized and undergoes a rotation of the
polarization plane after transmission through the monolayer.
polarized laser (see Fig. 1). The spin-orbit couplings for
silicene, germanene, stanene, and plumbene are λSO ≈
3.9,43,100,200 meV [8,16–18], respectively. Terms origi-
nating from Rashba physics are ignored because of their
comparatively small effect [16,17]. The out-of-plane electric
field prefers one sublattice over another due to nonzero lattice
buckling 2 (∼0.46,0.66,0.80,3.00 ˚A for silicene, germanene,
stanene, and plumbene, respectively). In order to describe the
effect of the time-periodic laser of intensity I0 and frequency
ω0, a convenient approach is to use the Floquet formalism, in
which only quasienergies are well defined (see, for example,
[32]). An effective description of the time-dependent system
can be performed by considering the situation where the laser is
off resonant (h¯ω0  t) for any electron transition, so that light
does not directly excite electrons and instead effectively mod-
ifies the band structure through virtual processes. Upon per-
forming a time average of the full time-dependent Hamiltonian
over one laser period and assuming weak coupling between
the laser and the monolayer (4||h¯ω0/3t2  1 [16], where
 = ±8παv2F I0/ω30 and α is the fine-structure constant), one
obtains the static effective Hamiltonian written at the beginning
of this section. This is akin to computing the mean energy of
the Floquet quasienergies and keeping only the first sidebands.
In short, the circularly polarized laser effectively modifies
the band structure of the unperturbed Hamiltonian [16–18].
The resulting Hamiltonian is block diagonal for each of the
possible values of η,s = ±1; hence, it suffices to analyze
the spectrum of Hηs . The resulting eigenenergies can be cast
as ε± = ±
√
v2F|p|2 + (ηs )2. Since the laser opens a gap in
the band structure at energies equal to nh¯ω0/2, where n is
an integer, we shall restrict our discussion to |ε±| ∼ λSO 
h¯ω0/2.
As the material undergoes a quantum phase transition
wheneverηs vanishes, the tunability of the Dirac mass for each
spin and valley allows these materials to exhibit a multitude of
FIG. 2. (a) Static Hall conductivityσxy plotted in the (Ez,) plane
at zero magnetic field for a neutral and dissipationless monolayer.
The charge Chern number at the phase-transition boundaries (lines
and points) is given by the average of the charge Chern numbers
of the adjacent regions. The phase diagram remains unchanged in
the presence of a static magnetic field provided μ = 0 (see text).
(b) Relevant transitions for the case |μ| < ε1. For illustration purposes
only, we consider a cone for which ε0 > 0 and choose μ < ε0.
(c) Phase diagram for the static σxy for a dissipationless but doped
monolayer with μ/λSO = 0.5. The magnetic field intensity chosen
(EB/|μ| = 100) is to ensure |μ| < ε1 everywhere in the phase plane
and for all Dirac cones. Under these conditions, the plot is independent
of the particular value of the magnetic field. The chemical potential
has a role similar to and therefore shifts the phase diagram vertically.
different electronic phases, many of which harbor nontrivial
topological states [16–18]. The topology is indexed by the
charge Chern number
C = −1
2
∑
η,s
η sgn
(
ηs
)
. (1)
The phase diagram for the graphene family is plotted in
Fig. 2(a). At Ez =  = 0, the material is characterized as
a quantum spin Hall insulator with C = 0. One can verify
that nonzero Chern numbers are generated through the time-
reversal symmetry breaking. If Ez and  are both increased,
the material remains in the same state as long as |elEz| + || <
λSO. Along the lines where the previous condition holds as an
equality, a single Dirac cone closes, giving Chern numbers of
±1/2,±3/2. At the points where two of these lines intersect,
two cones close, and the material reaches either the spin-
valley-polarized semimetal (eEz/λSO = 1, /λSO = 0) or
the spin-polarized metal (eEz/λSO = 0, /λSO = 1) phase
with Chern number 0 or ±1. In the lowermost and uppermost
wedges, the monolayer is an anomalous quantum Hall insulator
withC = ±2, whereas on the leftmost and rightmost wedges, it
is a band insulator with C = 0. In the regions ||| − |eEz|| <
λSO < |eEz| + || the material behaves as a polarized spin
quantum Hall insulator with C = ±1.
In order to investigate the quantum Hall effect in the
graphene family, let us now assume that a static magnetic field
B = B zˆ is applied perpendicular to the monolayer (see Fig. 1).
The low-energy Hamiltonian describing the system is obtained
from the above Hamiltonian through a Peierls substitution
p → p + eA, where A = −Byxˆ is the vector potential in the
Landau gauge. Spin splitting due to the Zeeman interaction is
ignored owing to its comparatively small effect [24]. Like for
the case of graphene [21], one can solve the energy spectrum
and wave functions in terms of those of the harmonic oscillator
by introducing creation and annihilation operators. The
eigenenergies of the system are εn = sgn(n)
√
(ηs )2 + |n|E2B
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for n 	= 0 (n is an integer) and ε0 = −η˜ηs for n = 0, where
η˜ = sgn(eB)η and EB =
√
2v2F h¯|eB| is the relativistic analog
of the cyclotron energy. We note that the zeroth level is
quantum anomalous: its magnitude is independent of the
magnetic field, and its sign depends on the particular cone
(which means it could be occupied by either electrons or
holes). We mention that the results we describe in the next
sections require EB ∼ λSO, which can be accessed in the
graphene family for magnetic fields of the order of a few
teslas. The eigenfunctions associated with the Hamiltonian
are |n〉 = (−η˜ sgn(n)A+n ||n| + 1+η˜2 〉HO,A−n ||n| + 1−η˜2 〉HO)
T
,
where |n〉HO are the harmonic oscillator eigenstates, A±n =√
[|εn| ± sgn(n)ηs ]/2|εn| for n 	= 0, and A±0 = (1 ∓ η˜)/2.
The optoelectronic response of the monolayer at frequency
ω can be characterized by its conductivity σαβ . For the set of
parameters we consider in the rest of the paper, we can neglect
the effects of spatial dispersion and calculate σαβ using the
standard Kubo approach in the local regime [33,34], resulting
in
σxx
σ0
= iE
2
B
π
∑
η,s
∑
n,m
fm − fn
εn − εm
× (A
+
mA
−
n )2δ|n|,|m|−η˜ + (A−mA+n )2δ|n|,|m|+η˜
h¯ω + εm − εn + ih¯ , (2)
σxy
σ0
= −E
2
B
π
∑
η,s
∑
n,m
η
fm − fn
εn − εm
× (A
+
mA
−
n )2δ|n|,|m|−η˜ − (A−mA+n )2δ|n|,|m|+η˜
h¯ω + εm − εn + ih¯ , (3)
and σyy = σxx, σyx = −σxy . Here, σ0 = e2/4h¯ is graphene’s
universal conductivity, fn = [e(εn−μ)/kBT + 1]−1 denotes the
Fermi Dirac distribution, T is the temperature, μ is the
chemical potential, and  is the dissipation rate. In the next
sections we investigate the conductivity tensor for different
sets of parameters and show that it contains clear signatures of
phase transitions and topology in the graphene family.
III. INTERPLAY BETWEEN PHOTOINDUCED
TOPOLOGY AND QUANTUM HALL EFFECT
In order to better understand the interplay between the
quantum Hall effect and topological phase transitions in the
graphene family, we start our discussion with the dc con-
ductivity of a lossless 2D staggered monolayer. The results
we obtain in this regime are an excellent approximation for
the conductivity tensor for low frequency and dissipation
(ω,  EB/h¯). In this limit, σxx vanishes, and σxy is a purely
real function. By using the fact that Re[σxy] is symmetric
under flipping Landau level indices n,m, we can choose n > m
and multiply the sum in Eq. (3) by 2. The conductivity can
now be interpreted as a sum over transitions m → n with
energy gaps εn − εm and selection rules |n| = |m| ± 1. We also
take the limit of zero temperature, allowing us to replace the
Fermi-Dirac distribution with Heaviside functions. As we will
show in the next section, the static Hall conductivity can be
written as
σxy = 2σ0
π
∑
η,s
θ (ε1 − |μ|) ˜Cη,sph + θ (|μ| − ε1) ˜Cη,sQH, (4)
where ˜Cη,sph = (1/2)sgn(eB) sgn[ε0(ηs ) − μ] is the Chern
number per cone associated with the photoinduced topology
and ˜Cη,sQH = −(1/2)sgn(eBμ)(2Nηs + 1) is the Chern number
per cone associated with the quantum Hall effect (Nηs is the
number of filled Landau levels per cone).
A. Calculation of the dc Hall conductivity
To evaluate σxy , we must determine which transitions are
allowed according to the selection rules and the value of μ.
When |μ| < ε1, the zeroth Landau level is involved either in
the transition −1 → 0 or 0 → 1, and there are no intraband
transitions. When, on the other hand, |μ| > ε1, the zeroth
level no longer contributes, but intraband transitions do. We
therefore split the evaluation of σxy into two separate cases,
|μ| < ε1 and |μ| > ε1. Note that ε1 depends on the values of
η,s,Ez, and , so different transitions are possible depending
on the cone and location in the phase diagram.
Let us first consider the case |μ| < ε1. When this condition
holds, the allowed transitions in the calculation of the Hall
conductivity are −1 → 0 if ε0 > μ and 0 → 1 otherwise, as
well as the interband transitions −l → l + 1 and −(l + 1) → l
for all l  1 [see Fig. 2(b)]. All other transitions are either Pauli
blocked or forbidden by the selection rules. Therefore, we can
writeσxy(ηs ) = σ (0)xy (ηs ) +
∑
l1 σ
(l)
xy (ηs ), whereσ (0)xy (ηs ) =
σ0E
2
Bsgn(eB) sgn(ε0 − μ)/{ε1[ε1 + sgn(ε0 − μ)ε0]} is the
contribution to the Hall conductivity due to the tran-
sition involving the zeroth energy level and σ (l)xy (ηs ) =
σ0E
2
Bsgn(eB) ε0/[εlεl+1(εl + εl+1)] is the corresponding con-
tribution due to the l and l + 1 Landau levels. The sum over l
can be evaluated analytically by noting that (εl + εl+1)−1 =
(εl+1 − εl)/E2B and concluding that it telescopes, resulting
in
∑
l1 σ
(l)
xy (ηs ) = sgn(eB)ε0/πε1. The final result for the
Hall conductivity for a given cone that satisfies the condition
|μ| < ε1 is
σxy
(
ηs
) = σ0
π
sgn(eB) sgn(ε0 − μ) ≡ 2σ0
π
˜C
η,s
ph , (5)
where ˜Cη,sph is the photoinduced Chern number per cone
introduced in Eq. (4), which is independent of the magnitude
of the magnetic field. A possible way to understand this result
is by means of a quantum field theory approach, in which the
conductivity can be computed as a sum over filled Landau
levels, where negative energy levels are treated as positive ones
that can be occupied by holes [22]. From this perspective, it
is clear that only the zeroth Landau level contributes to the
conductivity for |μ| < ε1. This is a more physical reason why
in the previous approach the sum over transitions telescopes
and leaves only the zeroth-level contribution.
When the stronger condition |μ| < EB is satisfied, then
|μ| < ε1 for all Dirac cones and everywhere in the phase
diagram. In this case the total conductivity is given by
σxy = 2σ0
π
∑
η,s
sgn(eB) sgn[ε0() − μ]
2
≡ 2σ0
π
˜Cph, (6)
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where in the last equality we have used the fact that the dc Hall
conductivity can always be written in terms of a topological
invariant [20] and defined a global photoinduced Chern number
˜Cph for our problem with the magnetic field. We note that when
the monolayer is neutral (μ = 0), using the expression for ε0, it
follows that the photoinduced generalized Chern number ˜Cph
is identical to that defined before in the absence of magnetic
field [Eq. (1)], ˜Cph = C, and hence, we recover the same phase
diagram for the Hall conductivity as in the case B = 0 [16–18]
[see Fig. 2(a)]. This result holds for any magnetic field as long
as μ = 0 since ε0 is independent of the magnitude of B in a
relativistic spectrum, as already mentioned.
For μ 	= 0, one can verify that ε0() − μ = ε0[ +
sgn(eB)μ]. Therefore, as long as |μ| < EB so that Eq. (6)
holds, doping the monolayer shifts all phase boundaries verti-
cally, as depicted in Fig. 2(c). As a result, we can conclude
that the chemical potential has an effect similar to that of
the circularly polarized laser, allowing us to replicate all
photoinduced phase-transition boundaries even for  = 0.
Thus, in this regime, the chemical potential can serve as
an alternative to the high-frequency external laser, which is
experimentally very difficult to implement since the intensities
needed to probe the various topological phase transitions are
too large. For example, for a green laser impinging on a silicene
monolayer (in this case the condition h¯ω0  2λSO for the
validity of the Hamiltonian is well satisfied), one would need
a laser intensity as high as 2.3 × 1014 W/m2 in order to probe
regions of the phase diagram with  = λSO. Such high laser
intensities would quickly heat up the sample to kBT > λSO,
blurring the topological phases altogether (see, e.g., [18]). The
above results then show that a nonzero chemical potential in
addition to a weak magnetic field such that |μ| < EB (e.g.,
μ = 0.5λSO and B ∼ 0.1 T suffices for silicene) would allow
experimentalists to probe the different topological phases of
these materials [16–18], which was until now unrealistic.
Let us now consider the situation when |μ| > ε1, where
the allowed transitions depend on the last filled Landau level
per cone Nηs = [μ2 − (ηs )2] [μ2 − (ηs )2]/E2B. Note that
N
η
s > 0 as we assume |μ| > ε1. In order to simplify notation,
in the following we will drop the indexes η and s from Nηs , but
the reader should remember that N depends on cone and on
the location in phase space. The allowed transitions for μ > 0
are the interband transition −N → (N + 1), the interband
transitions −l → l + 1 and −(l + 1) → l for all l  N + 1,
and the intraband transition N → (N + 1) [see Fig. 3(a)]. For
μ < 0 the sign of the level index and the direction of the
transition are both flipped, in accordance with Pauli blocking
and selection rules. The inter- and intraband transitions can
be computed following techniques similar to those above,
resulting in the full dc Hall conductivity tensor per cone when
|μ| > ε1 holds, namely,
σxy
(
ηs
) = −σ0
π
sgn(eBμ)(2N + 1) ≡ 2σ0
π
˜C
η,s
QH, (7)
where ˜Cη,sQH is the quantum Hall Chern number per cone
introduced in Eq. (4). Summing over the spin and valley,
this result reproduces the relativistic Hall effect in gapless
graphene (ηs → 0), for which the Chern number is CQH =
−sgn(eBμ)(4N + 2) [22].
FIG. 3. (a) Relevant transitions for the case |μ| > ε1, such that
εN < μ < εN+1. The interband transitions are shown with black
arrows, and they include the lone transition −N → N + 1 as well
as the pair of transitions −l → l + 1 and −(l + 1) → l for all l 
N + 1. Also shown is the intraband transition N → N + 1, depicted
with a gold arrow. (b) Static Hall conductivity σxy plotted in the
(Ez,) plane for μ/λSO = 0.5, EB/λSO = 0.34, and a dissipationless
monolayer. N = 1 regions (between adjacent solid and dashed lines)
and N = 2 regions (between adjacent dashed lines) appear near the
unshifted phase boundaries, where the Dirac mass is sufficiently
small. The shifted boundaries seen in Fig. 2(c) are still present.
Finally, we combine the results of the case |μ| < ε1 (for
which N = 0) with those of the case |μ| > ε1 (for which
N  1) and write a simple expression for the full dc Hall
conductivity per cone in the presence of a static electric field,
a circularly polarized laser, and a magnetic field, namely,
σxy
(
ηs
) = −σ0
π
sgn(eBμ){2N − sgn(μ)sgn[ε0(ηs ) − μ]}.
(8)
This result is identical to Eq. (4) after summing over spin
and valley indices. We also see that this fits our physical
picture of electrons (holes) occupying positive-energy Landau
levels, where the zeroth level has half the degeneracy and an
anomalous sign.
B. Coexistence of Hall effects in the graphene family
We now discuss how σxy depends on the location in the
(Ez,) phase plane at nonzero chemical potential and mag-
netic field. When μ2/E2B < 1, we have that N = 0 everywhere
in the phase plane, and then πσxy/2σ0 is simply equal to ˜Cph
with a vertical shift along the  axis of magnitude |μ|, as
discussed before and shown in Fig. 2(c). If, however, μ2/E2B >
1, then sufficiently close to the unshifted boundaries (where
the gap goes to zero for a particular cone) N > 0 contributions
arise, andπσxy/2σ0 is a weighted combination of ˜Cη,sph and ˜C
η,s
QH
as in Eq. (4). This results in a multitude of phase transitions
arising from the usual quantum Hall effect (N  1) and the
photoinduced topological phases [N = 0; see Fig. 3(b)]. For
the chosen parameters in Fig. 3(b), regions between adjacent
dashed lines correspond to situations in which at least one
Dirac cone has N = 2, while those between adjacent parallel
solid and dashed lines correspond to situations in which at
least one Dirac cone has N = 1. Squared regions bounded
by two solid and two dashed lines correspond to cases in
which, out of the four Dirac cones, one has N = 2, another
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FIG. 4. (a) Static Hall conductivity σxy plotted in the (Ez,μ)
plane for EB/λSO = 1.5, = 0, and a dissipationless monolayer.
The horizontal strip in between the dashed lines corresponds to
|μ| < EB . (b) Hall conductivity as a function of doping displaying
the interplay between photoinduced phase transitions and the quantum
Hall effect for /λSO = 0 (blue), 1/2 (red), and 1 (black). We choose
Ez = 0, so that Dirac cones are degenerate in the valley index. The
pair of labels in each plateau shows the last filled Landau level for spin
up and down. For cases with |μ| < |ε0| for all four cones, plateaus
are not labeled. When this condition is fulfilled for just two cones,
the corresponding plateau has a single label for the last filled Landau
level with spin up (see the 1↑ black plateau in the top left corner).
has N = 1, and the remaining two have N = 0. Note that the
shifted boundaries due to the photoinduced phase transitions
also appear. Furthermore, in some regions of phase space the
Hall conductivity vanishes due to a cancellation between ˜Cη,sph
of some cones and ˜Cη,sQH of others.
Alternatively, we can plot σxy in the (Ez,μ) plane as well,
fixing  = 0. As depicted in Fig. 4(a), in the horizontal strip
defined by |μ| < EB (in between the horizontal dashed lines,
where N = 0 for all Dirac cones), the plot is identical to
the original plot for μ = 0 in the (Ez,) plane of Fig. 2(a),
indicating that doping is a perfect substitute for the laser in this
regime. In regions where |μ| >
√
E2B + (ηsλSO − e|Ez|)2, the
behavior begins to change due to Dirac cones with N 	= 0.
Here, four hyperbolalike curves open, defining the boundaries
between the photoinduced topological phases and regions
where intraband transitions contribute for particular cones.
For nonzero , the topological boundaries are shifted verti-
cally, and the hyperbolas undergo valley splitting, resulting in
eight different hyperbolalike curves (not shown). Figure 4(b)
shows the Hall conductivity as a function of doping for fixed
Ez = 0 and different values of . In all cases we observe a
ladderlike behavior characteristic of the quantum Hall effect.
For /λSO = 0 [which is a vertical cut of Fig. 4(a)], the three
central plateaus correspond to the physics of the case |μ| < ε1,
while the outer four plateaus arise from Landau levels with
N > 0. Because in this case the mass gap is degenerate for all
four cones, a given plateau has contributions from a unique
Landau level. The effect of  > 0 is twofold: (i) to shift the
central plateaus to the left (due to  and μ having the same role
for the N = 0 plateaus) and (ii) to enable the interplay between
the photoinduced topology and the quantum Hall effect (e.g.,
plateaus with N 	= 0 for spin up and N = 0 for spin down).
IV. FINITE-FREQUENCY BEHAVIOR
We now turn our attention to the case of finite frequency
in order to show that, also in this case, the conductivity tensor
displays signatures of topological phase transitions. For sim-
plicity, we will restrict ourselves to frequencies for which only
transitions between the 0 and ±1 Landau levels are involved.
This means that we will always be in the case |μ| < ε1. To this
end, we first numerically compute the conductivity tensor at
finite frequency and dissipation as given in Eqs. (2) and (3) and
show plots of Re[σxx(ω)] and Re[σxy(ω)] for various points in
the electronic phase space. Results for Im[σxx,xy(ω)] can be
obtained using the Kramers-Kronig relations.
In Fig. 5(a) we show the impact of topological phase
transitions in the frequency dispersion of the real part of the
longitudinal component of the conductivity tensor for Ez = 0.
Resonances occur when h¯ω matches the gap between two
Landau levels, the smaller of which is occupied and the larger
of which is unoccupied. Since Ez = 0, resonances are valley
degenerate, and hence, we only need to distinguish between
cones with up and down spin. At /λSO = 0, for spin up the
allowed transition is −1 → 0 (see red subpanel on the left side
of the figure), while for spin down it is 0 → 1 (see red subpanel
on the right side). Since both spin-up and -down cones have
the same transition gap ε1 + |ε0|, they have the same resonance
(see the red curve in the central panel). As /λSO increases,
the transition gap ε1 + |ε0| grows for spin down (see the black
subpanel on the right side of the figure) since |η−1| becomes
larger and, as a consequence, the spin-down resonances move
to higher frequencies, as shown in the central panel in Fig. 5(a).
In contrast, for spin-up cones, both ε0 and the gap ε1 + |ε0|
corresponding to the transition −1 → 0 decrease as  grows,
causing the spin-up resonances to move to smaller frequencies
(see the green subpanel on the left, /λSO = 0.25). This con-
tinues until the phase-transition boundary is reached (ε0 = μ),
at which point the 0 → 1 transition also becomes allowed
(see the orange subpanel, /λSO = 0.5), with a gap equal
to ε1 − |ε0|. We therefore expect that, at the phase-transition
point, the spin-up resonance splits into two new resonances
separated in frequency by 2|μ|/h¯ with half the spectral weight
of the original resonance (see the orange curve in the central
panel). Once ε0 goes below μ, only the 0 → 1 transition
contributes. While ε0 > 0, the transition gap is ε1 − |ε0|, which
grows as  increases (see the blue subpanel for /λSO = 0.75
and the dark blue curve in the central panel). When/λSO = 1,
the cones touch, ε0 = 0, and the transition gap is equal to
ε1 (see the purple subpanel). Further increasing /λSO, ε0
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FIG. 5. (a) The central panel shows the real part of σxx(ω) plotted versus frequency for various values of /λSO for the case Ez = 0, which
is valley degenerate. The arrows correspond to spin-up and -down cones. The left subpanels show the allowed transitions for spin up for the
corresponding /λSO values, while the right subpanels show the allowed transitions for spin down for the two selected extreme values of
/λSO . (b)–(d) Same as the central panel in (a) but for nonzero electrostatic field, eEz/λSO = 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, respectively. Parameters
are μ/λSO = 0.5, EB/λSO = 5 (so that |μ| < ε1 always), and h¯/λSO = 0.02. For clarity, all curves are vertically shifted by 1.5 with respect
to each other.
hops from the top cone to the bottom cone as it changes sign.
This, however, does not correspond to a phase transition, and
the transition gap ε1 + |ε0| just continues to grow with the
spin-up resonance shifting to higher frequencies. As shown in
Figs. 5(b)–5(d), the situation is more complex when Ez 	= 0
since then all cones are, in general, nondegenerate. However,
the same general principles of the resonance hopping by 2|μ|/h¯
and changing direction across a phase transition still apply. In
summary, the finite-frequency behavior of Re[σxx(ω)] allows
us to detect the phase-transition boundaries in the graphene
family electronic phase diagram.
Figure 6 shows Re[σxy(ω)] vs frequency for various values
of  and Ez. Apart from featuring resonant and antiresonant
behavior, the overall structure is qualitatively similar to that of
Re[σxx(ω)]. Just like the dc Hall conductivity allows us to probe
photoinduced topological features of the graphene family
materials (see Sec. III), it also does so at finite frequencies.
Indeed, the photoinduced charge Chern number ˜Cph at any
(Ez,) point can be computed from Fig. 6 by summing
the signs of the slopes between adjacent resonances and
antiresonances, accounting appropriately for degeneracy, and
multiplying the result by −1/2. As an example, we consider
the case Ez = 0 [Fig. 6(a)]. For /λSO = 0.25 (green curve),
the two pairs of resonance and antiresonance have opposite
slopes, resulting in ˜Cph = 0. For /λSO = 0.5 (orange curve),
the two split spin-up resonance-antiresonance pairs cancel
each other’s contribution, while the spin-down resonance-
antiresonance pair has positive slope and degeneracy equal to
2, resulting in ˜Cph = −1. For/λSO = 0.75 (dark blue curve),
both resonance-antiresonance pairs have the same slope with
degeneracy equal to 2, resulting in ˜Cph = −2. An analogous
analysis can be done for cases with Ez 	= 0.
FIG. 6. Real part of σxy(ω) plotted versus frequency for various
values of /λSO for eEz/λSO equal to (a) 0, (b) 0.25, (c) 0.5, and
(d) 0.75. Color scheme, vertical shifting of curves, and parameters are
the same as in Fig. 5.
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V. DISCUSSION
All the phenomena described above associated with the
Hall conductivity σxy can be probed experimentally through
Faraday rotation [33]. As depicted in Fig. 1, incoming
s-polarized light transmitted through the monolayer in
general becomes elliptically polarized [35]. The Faraday
rotation angle θF and the minor-to-major axis ratio b/a
are given by θF = arg(T+/T−)/2 and b/a = |χ |, where
χ = (|T+| − |T−|)/(|T+| + |T−|) and T± = tss ± itps .
Here, tss and tps are the co- and cross-polarized Fresnel
transmission coefficients for incoming s-polarized light (see,
for example, [36] for their expressions). To linear order in the
fine-structure constant α, one obtains θF ≈ −(Z0/2)Re[σxy]
andχ ≈ −(Z0/2)Im[σxy], whereZ0 is the vacuum impedance.
As we discussed in Sec. III, for low frequency and dissipation
(ω,  EB/h¯) the Hall conductivity is real, soχ ≈ 0 (linearly
polarized transmission), and θF contains information about
the photoinduced and quantum Hall topological invariants
[see Eq. (4)]. For the particular case of |μ| < EB, θF is
directly proportional to the photoinduced Chern number
per Eq. (6). Using the parameters of Figs. 2 and 3, for
a photoinduced Chern number of ˜Cph = 0,−1,−2, the
Faraday rotation angles are θF ≈ 0,0.0073, and 0.0146 rad,
respectively. For finite frequencies and dissipation, θF will
experience all the same resonance/antiresonance behaviors
of Re[σxy(ω)] shown in Fig. 6, and in particular it can also
probe the topological features of the monolayer. For example,
for Ez = 0,/λSO = 0.25, h¯/λSO = 0.02, EB/λSO = 5
and for frequencies around h¯ω/λSO ≈ 5.8, we get values
for the Faraday rotation angle as large as θF ≈ 0.36 rad.
Regarding the state of polarization of the transmitted field
at finite frequencies, one finds χ ≈ 0 for any frequency
except near resonances. At h¯ω/λSO ≈ 5.8 we get |χ | ≈ 0.4
(elliptically polarized light) for the same values of Ez,,,
and EB as before. The above range of values for θF and χ
should be within experimental reach.
In summary, we have discussed the interplay between
photoinduced topological phase transitions and the quantum
Hall effect in the graphene family materials. We showed that,
in the absence of the external circularly polarized laser, doping
these 2D semiconductors below their first Landau level results
in a low-frequency optoelectronic response equivalent to that
for the case with the laser and no magnetic field, thus providing
a practical alternative way to probe unusual Hall physics from
photoinduced topological phase transitions in the graphene
family. Higher values of doping result in a more complex
optical response, where such phase transitions coexist with
topological features arising from the quantum Hall effect. We
envision that the effects predicted in this work will greatly
impact ongoing research in spintronics and valleytronics in
emergent van der Waals materials.
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